**Student Group Showcase**

Equipment available and Stage dimensions

**Equipment available:**

We will be able to provide some equipment and resources for groups, including the following:

- Audio playback from computer or phone (group will be required to bring any need adapter/dongle to connect their device via an aux cable) - files must be provided in advance
- Video playback on either the TVs in the area, or on the big screen behind the stage, or both - files must be provided in advance
- Wireless Microphones
- Lapel/Lavelier Microphones
- Mic Stands
- DI units
- AC power for pedals, keyboards, etc.
- Monitor mix

In addition, tables will be provided for groups to promote themselves when they are not performing.

**Stage dimensions:**

The stage will be extended for all performances to a size of 11 feet deep by 18 feet wide, rectangular.

Given the size, our technician recommends that any group doing dynamic dances not be more than 5 people large if they move a lot.